Watch diagrams
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viewed , times. Learn more If it's been a while since you've had to set your digital watch, you
may not remember the procedure. To change settings, you'll first need to switch your watch to
Time Mode, which will allow you to adjust things like the time, date, day of the week, and more.
Once you're in Time Mode, you'll use a button to move through and modify settings. When it's
set, you're ready to use your watch. To set a digital watch, start by switching from normal mode
to time mode. Then, press the "Advance" button to increase the minutes and the "Mode" button
to change the hours. If your watch has more complicated settings, like Date and Day of the
Week, move through the options using the "Mode" button. Once you find the option you want,
modify it by using the "Advance" button, and press the "Set" button to return to normal mode.
To learn more, including how to use settings like Alarm and Stopwatch, scroll down. Did this
summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
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parts. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Contact the manufacturer
or look up a manual for complicated watches. If your watch is especially complicated and you
don't have instructions, look up a digital manual online. Digital manuals can be found with an
online keyword search for your watch brand and model. If a digital manual is impossible to find,
look up and call the customer service number for your watch. Model and brand information are
usually written or engraved on the back of the watch or somewhere on the watch face. Inspect
the buttons on your watch. Digital watches come with many different features and designs.
Simple watches may only have one or two buttons, but more complicated watches may have
several. Watch setting buttons are usually on the left or right side of the face of the watch.
Covers can usually be removed with your fingers or a small screwdriver. Some watches may
label buttons. Use a pen to change the mode on models with a recessed push-button. Simple
watches tend to have a single, small, recessed button for modifying settings. Use a pen to poke
into the recessed area and change the mode of your watch. If your watch has a recessed button
and another button, the recessed one is most likely for switching modes and the other for
tweaking settings. Avoid using a pencil to press recessed buttons. If the tip of the pencil breaks
off in the hole, it may jam the button, making it impossible to set. Switch multi-button watches
to Time Mode. If your watch doesn't label its buttons, you may need to click these randomly
until you find the one to change the mode. The minutes or hours of most digital watches blink
when you're in the time setting mode. Generally, only one unit minutes, hours, date will blink at
a time. Some watches may indicate option selection differently, like with an underline or box.
Complicated watches may have a lot of features. Familiarize yourself with these by pressing
buttons to see how they affect the watch's display. Part 2 of Change minutes with the advance
button. Usually the first option you can change is the minute setting, which should be blinking
to indicate it is selected. While blinking, press the advance button to increase the time. Press
the button slowly so you don't accidentally miss the number you're aiming for. Set the hours.
Click the mode button again to select the hours. You'll know when they're selected because, like
the minutes, they'll begin to blink. Once they do, use the advance feature to similarly set the
hours on your watch. Alter other settings as necessary, like the date and day of the week. Move
through these options by pressing the mode button and modify selected setting with the
advance button. Some watches may have specific button combinations for certain settings. For
example, you may have to hold down a button for a few seconds to set an alarm. Exit the time
setting mode by returning to normal mode. Different brands of digital watch will have different
features. The best way to find all the features of your particular brand is to look up a digital
manual online. Not Helpful 8 Helpful 8. Unanswered Questions. How do I set the time and date
on a wrist watch? How do I set an Elgin Chrono dual watch? Should it be month-day-time?
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Don't be afraid to
reacquaint yourself with your watch's settings by pressing buttons freely before you set the
time. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 1. YouTube is a good place to find instruction videos about setting a
digital watch. If you don't know the exact model number of the watch, they are usually engraved
on the back of the watch. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully
reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article.
Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 7. Updated: July 3, Categories: Setting Watches. Article Summary
X To set a digital watch, start by switching from normal mode to time mode. Deutsch: Eine

digitale Armbanduhr einstellen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read ,
times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site,
you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Let's do this! The escapement of a watch is that mechanism which operates in a very
precise manner in order to release increments of time through the gear train of a watch. The
diagram below shows the typical gear train of a watch. The escapement of a watch begins with
the escape wheel. Next you will have the pallet. The pallet makes contact with the balance wheel
as shown in the diagram. The balance wheel swings back and forth and with each swing locks
and unlocks the pallet as it engages the escape wheel. This arc-of-motion can range from 18,
beats per hour to as much as 28, beats per hour on some wrist watches. Below are some
pictures of the escapements typically used in watches. The Hamilton inline escapement was a
very popular novelty item that was sold to customers that had a desire to observe the operation
and movement of the gears within a watch. Other companies such as Waltham also made watch
clocks with the inline escapement. One of the most interesting ones we have seen over the
years was made by LeCoultre that also made many types of small clocks resembling street
lights and street signs. Today these items are highly collectible. This is a larger version of the
Hamilton escapement model. Notice the hand in the picture. This will give you an idea as to the
size of these rare items. The diagram above shows the typical setting gears that are located
under the dial of a typical wrist watch. This is a typical form of escapement that was used in
early chronometers. This is called a detent escapement. Many companies used the term
"Equi-Distant" escapement when describing the type of escapement used in their watches. This
is interesting as all escapements commonly found in pocket watches used and equidistant
escapement. The escape wheel is round and has 15 teeth. The pallet has two impulse jewels
which by obvious terms divides the escape wheel into a circular operation, thus becoming an
equidistant escapement. This is a picture of a Hamilton Inline escapement model. The diagram
above shows a typical watch escapement and gear train. Return to Repair Notes. Remarkable
Drawing Work of Wm. Gabriel, chief designer of the company, who also designed the watch
itself. The casual observer of this drawing usually considers that it is a large photograph of an
actual watch, but a closer inspection, particularly of the manner in which the parts have been
cut away to reveal the inner mechanism, shows the impossibility of accomplishing this by any
known photographic method. Realizing the educational value of such a picture if accurately
made to scale, Mr. Gabriel undertook the project and carried it to completion entirely during
spare moments at his home, requiring more than two years. Mr Gabriel decided to have the final
drawing show the watch as it would appear as though turned to an angle of thirty degrees from
the observer. The magnitude of the work involved in making this drawing can be better
understood from the following brief description of the method by which it was produced. Large
scale drawings of forty-nine different details in addition to those of the plates and the
damaskeening were first made in pencil to a scale from the working drawings of the watch. Next
each separate drawing was projected to appear as if seen at an angle of thirty degrees. This
involved the transference of thousands of points by the usual methods of descriptive geometry.
To obtain exact projection of circles an especially constructed ellipsograph was designed and
built. These forty-nine separate drawings were then assembled into one drawing showing the
entire mechanism of the watch except the plates. This was done by superimposing the
forty-nine separate drawings on their exact centers and in their proper relation and then making
a tracing in ink of the entire assembly. After the plates were drawn to the thirty degree angle, the
necessary sections were blocked out in order to show the essential parts of the movement.
These plate drawings were then transferred to the bristol board on which the final drawing was
to be made. This transference was accomplished by means of an especially built pantograph
which reduced the scale of the working drawings making the finished drawing The drawing
board containing the bristol board and the board containing the preliminary sketches were
mounted side by side on a large table with the pantograph between them. With this method it
was possible to lay out the finished drawing without using any working lines and thus the
smooth surface of the bristol board was preserved. This was necessary in order to obtain
smooth shading in the India ink rendering after the drawing was completed. In order to transfer
the parts of the watch to the finished drawing, the large tracing of the entire mechanism was
placed on the auxiliary board over the sketches of the plates. Next, such portions of the watch
mechanism as were not covered by the plates were transferred by the pantograph to the
finished drawing and were inked in lightly as this transference progressed. The projected
drawing of the ornamenting lines or damaskeening was next placed on the auxiliary board and
such portions as would be seen in the final drawing were then transferred by the pantograph to

the final drawing in pencil. Pencil was used here in order to retain the desired smooth effect in
the final India ink shading. A thin India ink wash was applied with a camel's hair brush, the
desired degree of shading being obtained by repeated applications of this wash; for the very
deep shading a heavier India ink was was used. Hair Spring. Clutch 48 Bevel Pinion. First Wheel
78 Teeth 1 Rev. Center Pinion 12 Teeth 1 Rev. Center Wheel 80 Teeth 1 Rev. Escape Pinion 8
Teeth 1 Rev. Balance Wheel Vibrates 30 times in 6 Seconds, times in 1 Minute, times in 1 Hour,
times in 1 Day, times in 1 Year. Diagram of an Elgin 18s Model 8 Watch Courtesy Wynter
Sturtevant Click on the image to get a larger view If you want to learn more about how a watch
is put together and works, the TimeZone web site has an excellent Illustrated Glossary of Watch
Parts. While I'm not an expert, I believe the information on this page is correct. Please send
suggestions and corrections to the webmaster. Cut of an Elgin 18s Model 8 Watch Click on the
image to get a larger view. Diagram of an Elgin 18s Model 8 Watch Click on the image to get a
larger view. Technical Main Page. SPF email anti-forgery. NTP scripts. Diagram of an Elgin 18s
Model 8 Watch Click on the image to get a larger view Items numbered on this picture: 1.
Vibrates 30 times in 6 Seconds, times in 1 Minute, times in 1 Hour, times in 1 Day, times in 1
Year. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be
sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. This shows a watch parts diagram of the parts of a
Swiss watch. Understanding the luxury watch can help you in selecting the style of your Swiss
watch and then when service and polishing is needed. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to c ontact us. For questions about luxury Swiss timepieces, call Watch Chest is
located in Branson, Missouri. Rolex Watches Rolex Watches. This Rolex watch diagram shows
the Rolex dial, Rolex bezel, Rolex crown, Rolex crystal, hands, and lugs. The watch diagram of a
Rolex watch below shows the case in detail in a no holes in Rolex case model. This is an
example of a solid end link. Below is the traditional end link. Please enter your email address
below to create account. Sign In. Wishlist Name. Disable Share No Yes. This Collection is Public
Private. Disable Price Alert No Yes. Recently Viewed. Sign in to your account. Log In. Use a
different email! Forgot Your Password? Log in with your social accounts. Quartz movements.
Automatic movements. Mechanical movements. What does it all mean!? Being the dapper fellow
that you are, you know that a watch is an important item to own. No doubt you have one or more
in your arsenal already. But what are the differences between watches, especially those that
make one more expensive than another? What maintenance is involved to keep your watch at
its best? What should you know when shopping for a new timepiece? The graphic below shows
the elements that nearly every watch will have. The case holds the inner working parts of the
watch. The case also contains the movement itself, be it electronic quartz or automatic
self-winding. The lugs are where the case of the watch connects to the strap or metal bracelet of
the watch, by use of metal spring bars. The crown is what is used to change the time. Some
watches offer a date window and a seconds indicator, which are engaged by pulling the crown
out. Crowns on water-resistant watches screw down into the case. Leather straps range from
calfskin to lizard and more exotic offerings like ostrich, alligator, crocodile, and even toad.
Instead of a strap, a metal bracelet is a popular option. Most watches allow straps and bracelets
to be interchangeable so you can dress it up or down when you want to change the look of your
watch. We have several articles on watch straps which can be found here. The hands, usually
broken down into hours and minutes, indicate the time. The hour hand is usually shorter in size
than the minute hand. The hands can also have a slight design to them. The bezel is the outer
ring of the case that connects to the lugs. The bezel can also have embellishments, like
precious gemstones in upscale watches, and may be a different metal than the case itself, as in
some two-tone watches. The above pictures show three different kinds of watch bezels. Looking
to learn more about bezels and their scales? Head to our dedicated watch bezel guide! The
crystal protects the dial and hands from dust and dirt, allowing the time to be visible. Although
it is termed a crystal, it may NOT be made of actual crystal, but plastic. Modern times have made
sapphire crystal very popular as it is more scratch-resistant and durable. The dial is where the
watch can be the most expressive. The most basic watch function is where it tells the time only.
This allows you to see what time of day it is, based off of an image of the sun and moon. This
function is especially helpful when found on a dual-timezone watch as you will be able to see
the time in a different timezone and always know the time of day. There are even some 24 hour
movements where the hour hand only rotates once per day , such as the one seen below in the
vintage WWII Bulova watch. This calendar function displays the day, date and month, and
typically also includes the year. Read more about these types of movements with our guide to
annual calendar watches. Found on a quartz watch, the second hand typically will jump in two
to four minute intervals rather than every second. This function will alert you before the watch
loses power. A Standard Calendar function, rather than an Annual Calendar or Perpetual
Calendar, will show you the date and the month depending on the complexity of the movement.

Occasionally, more complex movements will also show the day of the week. A chronograph
makes it possible to measure continuous or discontinuous intervals of time. These are typically
recorded in three sundials and are usually operated by two additional pushers surrounding the
crown, but can also be found in a single pusher. To learn more about the different types and
how they can be used, head to our detailed chronograph guide. This function is primarily found
on dive watches. Once a diver reaches a preset depth, an alarm sounds or vibrates. Considered
part of the calendar family, a date window will be the only numbers found associated with the
date. A helpful complication for those who like to travel or have family located in a different
timezone, this measures both the current local time and typically at least one other time zone
[Watches such as the Rolex GMT Master II can even track three times at once, see GMT below].
This can be found in a second dial, an extra hand, or in a subdial. GMT stands for Greenwich
Mean Time, which is the international standard of time that the world is set to. Similar to dual
time, a GMT function is primarily found as a second hand and reads in a hour mode to
determine day from night. Although sometimes confused with world time watches, these are
somewhat different. Learn more about them with our GMT watch guide. This beautiful function
refers to a watch that strikes a bell to chime the time. A Grand Sonnerie strikes the hour, quarter
hour and minutes. A Petite Sonnerie strikes the hours only. Our alarm watches guide will teach
you everything you need to know. This avoids damaging the watch or popping the crystal due
to excessive pressure. Unlike a Grand or Petite Sonnerie, a minute repeater chimes the hours,
quarts and minutes at the push of a button. Bespoke Unit hosts a comprehensive guide to
minute repeater watches. Shown in a window on the face of the dial, a moon phase function will
show the waxing and waning of the moon as it circles the earth. This allows you to watch the
different phases of the moon both in the sky and on your wrist. Discover moonphase watches
with our full, detailed guide. This shows the day, date and month, but also includes the moon
phase and year as added functions. Learn more in our guide to perpetual calendar watches.
Similar to the end of life indicator on a quartz watch, the power reserve indicator will show the
remaining time until the watch stops running and when it will need more winding. This is found
on manual-wind watches primarily, but can also be found on an automatic, self-winding watch.
Another name for a power reserve is the Reserve de Marche. This additional complication
shows the sun and the moon rotating on a disc, visible through a small window, showing the
different time of the day in relation to the sunrise and sunset. A hour dial or two tone bezel can
also show off the different times of day. Found in addition to a chronograph, a tachymeter
measures the speed over a certain fixed distance, such as a mile. Check out our full guide to
tachymeters to learn how one works and how to use it. Invented in , a tourbillon was designed
to eliminate errors in watches when watches change position in relation to the wrist movement.
This consists of a cage surrounding the parts of an escapement, with the balance wheel at the
center. A tourbillon is typically found as a cut-out on the dial which allows for viewing of the
movement. If you have a quartz watch and need to change the battery, view our guide on
changing a watch battery. The balance spring is a very fine spring in a mechanical watch that
causes the balance wheel to recoil. The spring coils and recoils to swing the balance wheel
which then regulates time. The balance wheel is the second element to regulate time and is
attached to the balance spring. As the balance spring coils, the wheel oscillates and divides
time into equal segments. This mechanism regulates the accuracy and works the same way as a
pendulum. Affecting the length of the power reserve on a watch, the barrel is a drum which
houses the Mainspring. Some watches feature a double barrel which creates an extra-long
power reserve. A bridge is fixed to the main plate, thus forming the frame of a watch movement
which houses all other parts. Originally, the caliber denoted the position and size of its
components. Today, a caliber refers to the movement number, origins or its manufacturer. An
escapement is one of the most important parts of any watch. This piece maintains the
oscillations of the balance wheel, which then lets the wheels and hands revolve. A gasket is a
small ring used to create an air-tight seal. These rings are located around the caseback, crystal
and crown to protect against water. Gaskets are typically rubber and should be checked every
few years to maintain water resistance as the rubber can wear out over time. While not a
physical part of the watch movement, the Geneva Seal is a stamp on the movement. This seal is
awarded by an independent bureau in Geneva. Each movement that is submitted to the bureau
undergoes 12 different tests related to the quality, finish and materials. These movements must
also be manufactured in Geneva. A trademarked term referring to the shock-absorbing
mechanism, this small piece is used in mechanical watches. The Incabloc prevents damage to
sensitive parts during a fall. A jewel is a real ruby, or a synthetic gemstone, that reduces friction
in the gear trains. The main plate is the primary piece of metal that holds all the other parts of a
movement together. Each part is mounted into the main plate. The mainspring is a coiled spring
giving power to the gear train. This tightens and unwinds to create movement. A repeater is a

complication that strikes like a gong. This can strike the hours, quarter hours and minutes
using a gong. This complication is typically started using a button or slide on the case to
activate. The rotor is the oscillating part of an automatic watch. This moving part winds the
mainspring, which allows a watch to be wound automatically, rather than manually as the
wearer moved. The shock absorber captures the shock from the balance staff, protecting pivots
from being damaged inside the movement. This is especially important on sports models. A
tourbillion is created when the balance wheel and escapement are mounted inside a rotating
cage. The tourbillion typically rotates once per minute, but some manufactures produce them
with four or six minute rotations. This is an extremely complicated movement, which is hard to
produce. The band, also known as a watch strap is what holds the watch to your wrist. A strap
can be created from many materials including, but not limited to:. To close the strap and hold it
around the wrist, there is a buckle. Different buckles include a tang buckle, which looks like a
belt buckle or a deployment or folding buckle. The free loop is the extra loop found on a strap
next to the fixed loop. The free loop can be moved around the band of the watch. Both loops are
used to fasten the excess band to the wrist. A lug hole is where you insert the spring bar to fix a
strap or bracelet to the watch. Each lug has holes where a spring bar will fit. To attach or detach
a spring bar, a tool will be needed. A deployment buckle is a tri-folding buckle that has pushers
to release the clasp. Depending on the style of the bracelet, this can be a hidden buckle or
similar to a folding buckle. Note â€” this type of buckle can also be found on straps, especially
higher end ones, as it saves on wear and tear of the material used for the strap. A folding
buckle, like the deployment style, is tri-folding. This buckle does not have pushers to release
the clasp, but rather, typically features a folding bar to hold in place. A metal bracelet is created
using links held together. These links can be added or removed to create the perfect sizing of a
metal bracelet. Similar to a link, a milanese style bracelet is a metal bracelet. To create this
style, small metal pieces are looped together to create a mesh. This style was originally
designed in Milan, which is where the name Milanese is derived. Horology, which is both the
philosophical study of time and the practical art of keeping it, has long lent credence to
arguments for the existence of God. But suppose I had found a watch upon the ground, and it
should be inquired how the watch happened to be in that place; I should hardly think of the
answer I had before given, that for anything I knew, the watch might have always been there.
This quality is then stated to result from the intent of an intelligent designer, the craftsman who
created the timepiece. In a way, Dawkins uses horology in invoking complexity over time to
disprove horology the watchmaker argument. You can learn much more with our dedicated
guide! We are striving to create the most in-depth resource on the web regarding watches and
watch brands for the noob to the expert in a logical, easy-to-access fashion. Very well done.
Thank you for the detailed breakdown of timepiece anatomy. May I add, while greatly satisfied
with the guide you led with, I am vastly more so with the thought provoking lesson at your
close. When asked why, the only response I can seem to give without rendering myself
speechless diving into the depths of language too inadequate to answer, is that I am baffled,
intrigued, and voraciously curious about time; a concept seemingly created by man, [it is not
lost on me that this in itself is a egregiously understated idea], but that he cannot control. Its the
one thing we lose and can never regain. Thanks for the kind words, J. It certainly opens the
flood gates of conversation. Thanks, J. We have plenty of other resources available on Bespoke
Unit and not just watches. Nevertheless, thanks for sharing with your friends. What is the white
plastic frame that protects the electronic mechanism inside a Casio AMW R called. And where
can I purchase one? My best advice would be to find a local watch repairer and ask them. They
will have access to manufacturer catalogues and should be able to help out. Can anyone tell me
where to find rose gold strap bars for lorus ladies watche model pcx,have looked at loads of on
line sites with no avail. Hopefully somebody will see this comment and be able to help you. Hi
Exiboldo, I may be wrong but I believe that the chapter ring is the part of the dial that indicates
the hours, minutes, or seconds. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Browse Certified Swiss Watches Online. Shop Now. Outer Watch
Part Basics Case The case holds the inner working parts of the watch. Lugs The lugs are where
the case of the watch connects to the strap or metal bracelet of the watch, by use of metal
spring bars. Crown The crown is what is used to change the time. Hands The hands, usually
broken down into hours and minutes, indicate the time. Bezel The bezel is the outer ring of the
case that connects to the lugs. Crystal The crystal protects the dial and hands from dust and
dirt, allowing the time to be visible. Watch Complications Additional Functions The most basic
watch function is where it tells the time only. Annual Calendar This calendar function displays
the day, date and month, and typically also includes the year. Battery Reserve End of Life
Indicator Found on a quartz watch, the second hand typically will jump in two to four minute
intervals rather than every second. Calendar A Standard Calendar function, rather than an

Annual Calendar or Perpetual Calendar, will show you the date and the month depending on the
complexity of the movement. Chronograph A chronograph makes it possible to measure
continuous or discontinuous intervals of time. Depth Alarm This function is primarily found on
dive watches. Date Window Considered part of the calendar family, a date window will be the
only numbers found associated with the date. Dual Time A helpful complication for those who
like to travel or have family located in a different timezone, this measures both the current local
time and typically at least one other time zone [Watches such as the Rolex GMT Master II can
even track three times at once, see GMT below]. Minute Repeater Unlike a Grand or Petite
Sonnerie, a minute repeater chimes the hours, quarts and minutes at the push of a button. Moon
Phase Shown in a window on the face of the dial, a moon phase function will show the waxing
and waning of the moon as it circles the earth. Power Reserve Similar to the end of life indicator
on a quartz watch, the power reserve indicator will show the remaining time until the watch
stops running and when it will need more winding. Tachymeter Tachometer Found in addition to
a chronograph, a tachymeter measures the speed over a certain fixed distance, such as a mile.
Tourbillon Invented in , a tourbillon was designed to eliminate errors in watches when watches
change position in relation to the wrist movement. Balance Wheel The balance wheel is the
second element to regulate time and is attached to the balance spring. Barrel Affecting the
length of the power reserve on a watch, the barrel is a drum which houses the Mainspring.
Bridge A bridge is fixed to the main plate, thus forming the frame of a watch movement which
houses all other parts. Escapement An escapement is one of the most important parts of any
watch. Gasket A gasket is a small ring used to create an air-tight seal. Geneva Seal While not a
physical part of the watch movement, the Geneva Seal is a stamp on the movement. Incabloc A
trademarked term referring to the shock-absorbing mechanism, this small piece is used in
mechanical watches. Jewel A jewel is a real ruby, or a synthetic gemstone, that reduces friction
in the gear trains. Mainspring The mainspring is a coiled spring giving power to the gear train.
Repeater A repeater is a complication that strikes like a gong. Rotor The rotor is the oscillating
part of an automatic watch. Shock Absorber The shock absorber captures the shock from the
balance staff, protecting pivots from being damaged inside the movement. Tourbillion A
tourbillion is created when the balance wheel and escapement are mounted inside a rotating
cage. A strap can be created from many materials including, but not limited to: nylon leather
rubber Buckle To close the strap and hold it around the wrist, there is a buckle. Free Loop The
free loop is the extra loop found on a strap next to the fixed loop. Lug Hole A lug hole is where
you insert the spring bar to fix a strap or bracelet to the watch. Deployment Buckle A
deployment buckle is a tri-folding buckle that has pushers to release the clasp. Folding Buckle
A folding buckle, like the deployment style, is tri-folding. Link A metal bracelet is created using
links held together. Milanese Similar to a link, a milanese style bracelet is a metal bracelet.
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reply Comment. To create a fine Swiss timepiece, a number of components must be designed,
created and assembled by a team of highly skilled watchmakers. Each watch model or reference
will have a unique look and function and must be crafted using different components. The
diagram below outlines the basic elements in fine watches to build an understanding of their
technical makeup. Understanding the anatomy of luxury watches will help in selecting the style
of Swiss watch that best suits you. Small Sapphires or Rubies located on the movement that
reduce friction by acting as bearings for gears in a mechanical watch. Usually made of metal,
the bezel is a ring around the crystal on the top portion of a watch that holds the glass or crystal
in place. Sometimes referred to as horns, lugs are projections on the watch case that are used
to secure the strap or bracelet to the watch case. The container that protects the watch
movement. Cases are available in many shapes such as round, square, oval, tonneau and
rectangular. A button on the outside of the watch case that sets the time and date. On
mechanical watches, it is also used to wind the mainspring. Button s located outside the case
that control specific functions of the watch. Pushers are most commonly found on watches with
a chronograph. Made of glass, plastic or synthetic Sapphire, the crystal is a transparent cover
that protects the watch dial and reduces glare. Attached to the watch movement, the rotor
rotates freely to wind the mainspring and store power in automatic timepieces. A plate with a
metal base that is visible through a crystal and carries certain indication such as the hours,

minutes and sometimes seconds. A strip or band of leather or rubber that holds the watch to
the wrist. It must be non-metal to be considered a strap; a metal version is called a bracelet.
Indicators that move over the dial to indicate hour, minute or second. Watches generally have
three hands to show the hours, minutes and seconds. A small dial placed inside the main dial
that gives information not provided by the main dial such as a chronograph. Watch Diagram To
create a fine Swiss timepiece, a number of components must be designed, created and
assembled by a team of highly skilled watchmakers. Jewel Small Sapphires or Rubies located
on the movement that reduce friction by acting as bearings for gears in a mechanical watch.
Bezel Usually made of metal, the bezel is a ring around the crystal on the top portion of a watch
that holds the glass or crystal in place. Lug Sometimes referred to as horns, lugs are
projections on the watch case that are used to secure the strap or bracelet to the watch case.
Case The container that protects the watch movement. Pusher Button s located outside the
case that control specific functions of the watch. Crystal Made of glass, plastic or synthetic
Sapphire, the crystal is a transparent cover that protects the watch dial and reduces glare. Rotor
Attached to the watch movement, the rotor rotates freely to wind the mainspring and store
power in automatic timepieces. Dial A plate with a metal base that is visible through a crystal
and carries certain indication such as the hours, minutes and sometimes seconds. Strap A strip
or band of leather or rubber that holds the watch to the wrist. Hand Indicators that move over
the dial to indicate hour, minute or second. Subdial A small dial placed inside the main dial that
gives information not provided by the main dial such as a chronograph. Browse Timepiece
Collections Browse our extensive collection of timepieces from the finest Swiss watchmakers in
the world. Have you ever wanted to build your own watch? Something unique and specific to
your tastes? Well, with a little research on the internet, some mechanical know-how and a fair
bit of patience, you can build your very own bespoke watch. For this watch, I wanted to try a
B-Uhr style Flieger and the end result was better than I could have imagined. These are the
steps I took to make it happen. The first step to building your custom Flieger is sourcing the
parts. ETA movements are getting harder to find these days since ETA has decided to stop
supplying their movements to third parties. Despite the shortage, you can still buy them
through Otto Frei and sometimes find them on eBay. The price depends on the level of
decoration you want. Since I was already getting my case from HelenaRou, I decided to get my
dial and hands there as well. Once all of my parts were in, I laid everything out to inspect for
damages or imperfections. I should probably mention at this point that I built this watch about a
year ago and have been wearing it quite frequently since. Your parts should be in pristine
condition when you receive them. First, remove the stem from the movement. Once the stem is
out, you can put the hour wheel and dial washer in place. Simply drop the hour wheel over the
canon pinion and make sure the gears on the outside engage with the gears of the minute
wheel. Once the hour wheel is in place, put the dial washer on top of it. When the dial is
installed, it will press against the washer and keep the hour wheel in place. Next, loosen the set
screws that hold the dial feet in place. These will be tightened down when you receive the
movement, so give them a few counter-clockwise turns to clear the space that the dial feet will
sit in. Avoid scratching the dial or getting fingerprints on it. I used a stick with some Rodico
cleaning putty on the end to put it in place. If you like, you can just grip it from the sides. Once
the dial is in position and sitting flush with the movement, tighten the set screws you just
loosened. This should hold the dial firmly in place. Starting with the hour hand, drop it into
place and use something to press it over the shaft of the hour wheel. Once in place, check it
from the sides to make sure it is parallel with the surface of the dial. Next is the minute hand.
Again, verify that the hands are parallel with the dial and each other. The last and most difficult
hand is the second hand. The pinion for the second hand is extremely small. Once the dial and
hands are firmly in place, add the movement adapter. Slip it around the movement, making sure
to align the hole in the adapter with the stem hole in the movement. The bevel should face away
from the dial. Make sure there are no fingerprints or dust specks inside the case. Once the case
is clean, drop the movement in. Once again, make sure the watch stem is lined up and in the
appropriate place. Once the movement is in place, I like to put the stem in to keep it from
shifting around while I screw the movement holder tabs in place. Please note that the tab is
upside down in this photo. You want it to slope downward and follow the contour of the adapter
ring before you screw it in place. I usually just eyeball this part. If you like, you can mark the
stem with a black marker so you know where to cut. Once the extra length of the stem is cut off,
screw the crown on. Once the crown is screwed in place and you are happy with the length of
the stem, secure it by tightening the locking screw. Once the screw is tightened, check to make
sure you can pull the crown and set the time properly. Next, screw on the case-back and attach
the watch straps. Once the case-back is securely tightened, attach the straps. You are now the
proud owner of a high quality bespoke Flieger-style watch for a fraction of what you would pay

retail. Thank you for the great tutorial and nice job! The finished product looks wonderful! Do
you have any experience with the blue version of this dial? I also noticed that you started off
with black hands then switched to silver hands for the last two pictures. Just curious if you
think the silver hands offer better contrast or if there a different reason for the switch? Hi Scott!
Glad you found the tutorial helpful. Yes the lume is plenty bright on the dial and on the hands.
That is something I was actually a little worried about when ordering the parts, but I was
pleasantly surprised by the lume. The sunburst pattern is more subtle than you might think. I
can see how some people might think it is too flashy for a Flieger style watch, but I like it. I have
seen the blue version of the dial and it looks great at well. I was thinking about making another
watch and incorporating the blue. I will say that the sunburst pattern is more noticeable with the
blue version for some reason. I went with silver on the hands to tie in with the brushed steel
case and the rivets in the band. Nice photos and an even better tutorial! Well done and thank
you. Looking forward to your future projects, keep us posted! Great guide! If so, do you have an
address that I can use? Can you give me more detail about lume from your pov? Thanks again.
The lume is bright but not terribly long lasting. Really cool and well done tutorial! Hey nice
instructions I have been looking into building my own watch. If I got a movement off of eBay like
a really nice one. How will I know what case and stuff to get? Hi Jason, If you are looking on
eBay, make sure you include the type of movement in all of your searches. Hi, Thanks for the
great tutorial, I am trying to build my own watch as well now. I have all the parts, and installment
of everything went ok, only the mounting tabs i find dificult, you have any golden tips as to how
to install them? I use an asian copy as i wanted to try first before investing to much. Hi Marcel,
Make sure you are installing them right side up. The flat end should be poking down into the
depth of the watch and sitting flush with the retaining ring of the movement adapter. They are
generally sold as a one-size-fits-all solution to various different movements, even though some
movements are much thicker than others. The link you supplied takes us to a page with 43mm
cases, however the dial 39mm only fits 44mmmm. Hi, great tutorial and great looking watch,
especially the sunburst dial. I was looking to build my own but found it was cheaper to buy the
complete watch and swap out the dial, hands and strap, which of course will require a complete
tear down of the watch and I really like the brown sunburst from Helenarou so this really helps.
Great tip! Calipers are a great addition to any watchmakers tool kit. Hi there! I am planning to
make a patek phillipe calatrava homage. Also, where can I look for more watch cases? And how
do I ensure my movement fit the case to prevent any rattling? I would start by finding a dial that
you like. The listing for the dial should say what movement it fits like eta You could try eBay for
that as well, or if you want to spend a little more I really like the bands at CrownAndBuckle. Glad
you enjoyed it. I use this Bergeon 9-piece screwdriver set. The blades on the screwdrivers range
from 0. Thanks Luke! I have a specific question regarding your instructions and photos. Can
you please email me? How would you compare the case and dial quality to a Hamilton khaki or
seiko sarb? Hi Adrian, Good choice, the is a great movement. I used to have a Hamilton Khaki
and I would say the case and dial are of a similar build quality. They are both milled out of a
single piece of stainless steel and the fit and finish on this case was actually much better than I
expected coming from a third party Chinese source. What size screwdrivers did you use to put
together your watch? I used a variety of sizes as some components require smaller screws.
Hello, Thank you for the wonderful tutorial! Things like date windows, dial feet, pinion diameters
on the dial, etc, etc, could all potentially require modification. There are plenty out there to
choose from. Great tutorial with excellent instructions and photos. I am inspired to give this a
try as a first project. Full disclosure, I am a complete novice and have a basic question. Unless I
am missing something the ETA movements are now quite a bit more expensive than when you
first wrote this in and I gather that the Unitas movements are made by ETA. I thank you in
advance for your reply. Go ahead and save some money on an older Unitas movement and put
those savings towards a good set of screwdrivers or tweezers. Good Luck! Luke, thanks for the
additional information which helps quite a lot. The Seagull movement suggestion is not
something I would have considered owing to mixed reviews that I read about the Asian clones
though not about Seagull in particular. Your description that these are decent movements
makes sense for a first build. Ebay listings seem to be all over the map. Again, your tutorial
remains one of the best I have found. Yep, eBay can be risky for Chinese movements. Good
luck! Luke, thanks for the link to cousinsuk. I think I will still go with a Unitas movement over
the Seagull despite the cost. I want this to be a first build that I can hopefully rely upon. Doesnt
get the enought energy in order not to stop at night, well and head headheck.. Do you have any
suggestion I can get alternatively? For example what movement are similar with ST6? Sorry for
my English because of English is not my mother language. When looking for parts online they
will list the size of the hands both the lengths and the diameters of the openings. This tutorial is
fantastic; thank you so much for taking the time to put it together. As someone who has next to

no knowledge about watch construction, could you provide some resources to better
understand various movement, case, dial and hand combinations? Thank you so much. Glad
you found the tutorial helpful! Your best bet would be to settle on a movement you like and use
that as a basis for your eBay searches. Repeat this process for the hands and case and you
should be all set. I would suggest using the ETA or Unitas or Unitas as your movements around
which to build your watch as they have the most options it seems. The other option is to order
parts from watch industry suppliers such as ofrei. Going this route can be a cumbersome
process and you will likely have to cross reference a lot of tiny measurements to make sure
everything works together. As for tools, it depends on how complex you want your watch build
to be. At the bare minimum, I would recommend the following:. I like Bergeon, but they are
expensive - A nice pair of precision tweezers. I use a Bergeon F with an S tip on the other end A case-back opener. Other tools such as a hand setter, crystal press, loupes, etc. Every time I
google it, I keep getting jewelry boxes. Can you recommend some companies that sell cases? I
would greatly appreciate it! Thanks to you I found HelenRou but is there more? Hey Luke! I love
your tutorial. However, i have a few questions. When installing the hands, does it matter at what
position i install it? Also, did the hour wheel and dial washer come with the movement or did
you have to buy them separately? Also, I wonder, what are the other name of the clones of Hi
Chen, Glad you are finding the tutorial helpful! Yes, the position that you install the hands is
important. The same is true for the second hand, though it is less important on a sub seconds
layout like this one. A chronograph is going to be more complicated to put together more
hands! Make sure the case you buy comes with a movement adapter, and get a pack of
movement tabs and you should be good to go. Hi Luke, excellent tutorial! The mounting tabs
are killing me though! Did you hammer them in? They do go between the case and the
movement adaptor? Hi Ben, Are the tabs too long or not long enough? If they are too long, you
can just snip the tips off or file them down. I think I had to bend mine a little bit with a pair of
pliers to get the shape correct. Also, make sure you have them going in the right direction. In
the first photo the tab is actually upside down. It should be pointing down into the case and the
curve should be hugging the perimeter of the movement adapter. I hope that helps. Hi Luke,
Thank you for the response. The length does not seem to be the issue. The issue seems to be
the space between the movement adaptor and the case wall. While the movement moves around
the width of the tab seems to be too wide to allow it to fit into the space between wall and
adaptor. The space looks to be extremely small. That said, I happened to be wearing mine today
so I just popped the back off to take some pictures of the tabs and adapter ring. With the stem
installed, all the tabs are really doing is providing enough friction to keep the movement from
twisting within the case. Hopefully these pictures will help diagnose what is going on with
yours! Hi and thanks for your article! I really enjoyed it and decided to build my own mechanical
watch. The websites you listed as well as some more googling around show only a very small
selection of automatic watch movements. Do you have any recommendations in this direction?
This would be very helpful. If anybody here has ideas what I can look for at least 42mm,
automatic, max. Hi Albert, I think in this case, your best bet is going to be eBay. You can find a
wider selection of cases, movements, hands and dials there than just about anywhere else.
Those are both popular automatic movements that will get you the widest range of case, dial
and hand options to work with. I have ordered multiple spring bar assortments from both and
the quality has always been great. I followed your instructions and assembled an ETA clone
skeleton watch using a Seagull movement. When not worn, it keeps perfect time. When worn,
the hour hand will skip several hours. Any ideas as to a possible cause? You could test this by
positioning the watch dial down and twisting it a couple times. To fix it you would need to pull
the hands, then re-seat the movement within the case, making sure that it is sitting as low into
the case and snug with the dial as possible. Also, do u know of anywhere that sells parts
compatible with Miyota movements? They are really hard to find. I think eBay is going to be
your best bet for Miyota compatible cases and parts. Thanks for a very nice tutorial with
excellent photos explaining each step. Thumbs up! If possible, could you describe to me how
you set the screws in place through the tabs that keep the movement in place? Great tutorial,
thanks. This has inspired me to have a go, so much good advice form someone who has
actually done it. Many thanks Peter UK. Thanks for the awesome tutorial. Cannot find any such
faces online. Any thoughts on where to look? Thanks so much for the tutorial! I tried it out and
had some questions I was hoping you could help me on. Do you have any ideas on why that
would happen? Do you think it could be an issue with the movement or the mounting tabs?
Thank you again! Great tutorial, but this would theoretically work for both automatic and
chronograph watches right? Primary Mobile Navigation. Previous Article. Next Article. How to
break in a NATO strap. There are 71 comments Add yours. Thanks again! Thanks for the reply
and very informative! Many thanks! Great job! This is simply perfect! Thanks for taking the time

to post this. Hi there, Very informative post. Quick question, what Case size did you order? Hi
Zach, Thanks for pointing that out. Yes, I used a 45mm case. Great instructions and pictures!
Amazing job, I am gonna create this as soon as I go home,
jeep grand cherokee fuel
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I will ask any questions later. Good luck on your build! How do tell what Asian movements are
clones, and how do you tell the measurements for the cases? Thank you. Hi Luke, This tutorial
is fantastic; thank you so much for taking the time to put it together. Hi Gabe, Glad you found
the tutorial helpful! You mentioned the movement adaptor. Is that included with the case? What
tools are required to assemble a watch? Yep, the movement adapter will be included with the
case. At the bare minimum, I would recommend the following: - A good screwdriver set. Hi
Luke, Great tutorial! Hi Vincent, Of course! Unfortunately, cases can be especially difficult to
find. Thank you very much! Thank you! Hope that helps! Good luck. Hi, where would you say is
a good place to find spring bars? Hi, Luke, If possible, could you describe to me how you set
the screws in place through the tabs that keep the movement in place? Thanks for the help.
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